
introduces

This popular and prestigious format is quickly becoming
an indispensible part of every major online campaign.
In conjunction with programmatic, it has become a very
attractive and convenient ad format.
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Programmatic Skins



Advantages of Programmatic Skins

Large premium format for branding clients

Fully programmatic

Simple implementation

Standardized format – suitable for 95 % of websites

Advantageous for top publishers and advertisers

High visibility

HTML5, rich media, and interactive creatives

High CPMs

First look and passback options for ad servers



The format called Programmatic Skin
by R2B2 is a 2000×1400 px banner ad
that surrounds the website content.

The banner’s position is fixed so the
sides are visible even after scrolling.

Skins are fully programmatic. They can
be bought from any DSP (tested on
Adform and DoubleClick).

AMORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION



ADVERTISERS PUBLISHERS

Programmatic skins are displayed on the
desktop version of the website.

Make purchases programmatically via DSP.
The process only involves standard steps.

Take advantage of all the benefits of
programmatic buying, such as real-time
campaign optimization, individualized
creatives, retargeting, storytelling, and

more.

Programmatic skins can be placed on
desktop websites with content 900 px to
1080 px wide. The website must also have
a 40 px high fixed menu in the header.*

The format can be sold as first look with
passback to direct campaigns.

It doesn’t require any advertising system
support. It can be deployed directly on the

website or via advertising system to
a leaderboard, skyscraper, or separate

“invisible” position.

When combined with first look it’s possible
to sell the format for a very high CPM.

How to get started

R2B2 lets you create a custom promotional
code for the specific website. The

promotional code is easily inserted into the
website HTML or implemented via

advertising system as a direct campaign.
(Initially, the code can only be deployed
from R2B2’s IP address). R2B2 tests

deployment.

* Always consult compatibility with R2B2.* At this time there are no accurate visibility
reports or heatmaps available for the

programmatic skin format.

How to get started

Make your creative for the programmatic
skin according to the specifications. Launch
your campaign from the DSP, uploading the
programmatic skin as a standard banner
(PNG or HTML5). Follow the campaign in

real time.



Creative dimensions: 2000×1400 px

Formats supported:
JPG, PNG, GIF and HTML5

Size up to 250 kB

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
1400

px

2000 px



area for the advertisement

covered by content*

1080 px

DIMENSIONS

* This area is covered by the website content and thus is not suitable for advertising messages.
However, it may not be entirely hidden (part of the website could be transparent, etc.). Therefore, we
recommend that even this part visually blend in with the rest of the skin and not be left white, for
example.



INCORRECT VERSION

advertising on the shaded part
will be overlaid by website content



INCORRECT VERSION

the advertisement is too wide
will be cropped on small screens



CORRECT VERSION


